
 

 

Digitisation Guide 
 

Before you start creating digital copies of your archive, first read through this guide. It will advise you 

on the best way to create your images, which formats to use and how to save them so they can be 

used in the archive. 

 

Creating your images 
 

The first question you need to ask yourself is: 

 

What am I digitising? 
 

Flat document (A3 or under), e.g. letter, invoice, fax 
Use a scanner. Scan at at least 300 dpi. Create a TIF and PDF if possible. 

You should aim to end up with a master copy TIF and a searchable (OCR) PDF. 

 

Photograph 
Use a scanner. Scan at at least 300 dpi. Create a TIF (ideal) or JPG 

You should aim to end up with a master TIF, a high res JPG (working copy – more than 1mb) and a 

low res JPG (web copy – around 100kb) 

 

Book or leaflet (i.e. document that is not flat) 
If possible, use a scanner. If this is not possible you will need to use a camera. 

You should aim to end up with a master copy TIF and a searchable (OCR) PDF. 

 

Object (e.g. half model or cup) 
Use a digital camera. Take high quality JPGs. 

You should aim to end up with a master copy TIF, a high res JPG (working copy) and a low res JPG 

(web copy) 

 



 
 

 

Notes on photographs 
Photography for digitisation can be tricky to get right, particularly when a document needs to be 

legible. 

Camera 
A reasonable quality digital camera should be suitable for the job. Make sure you are taking pictures 

in the highest quality setting. You do not need to be an expert in photography to get reasonable 

results. Using the camera’s automatic setting should be sufficient. 

Get it all in 
It may seem obvious to state, but make sure you photograph the whole document or object.  

Documents: Put on a flat surface and take the picture from the top down. Use a copy stand or tripod 

if available. 

Objects: Make sure the object is on a flat surface with a plain background (e.g. a draped white 

sheet). Take photographs of the front and back. Pictures of the top and bottom would be a bonus 

too. Use a tripod if possible. 

Lighting 
Make sure your object is well – and evenly – lit. Be mindful of shadows falling across the item you 

are photographing. Try to avoid using the flash if possible as this can cause the image to flatten and 

create unpleasant shadows. Two desk lamps lighting an object from an angle is perfect. 

 

Saving your images 
The filename given to each image is very important as it will allow us to identify the item and link it 

back to its database record. For example, if the item has been assigned the number TSTR.5.28, the 

files should be named as follows: 

Master TIF TSTR.5.28.tif 

High res JPG TSTR.5.28.hr.jpg 

Low res JPG TSTR.5.28.lr.jpg 

 

If there is more than one image for an item (for example pages of a book, or an object taken from 

numerous angles), then an alphabetical identifier can be added to the end of the number.  

Low res JPG, first image TSTR.5.28.a.lr.jpg 

Low res JPG, second image TSTR.5.28.b.lr.jpg 

Low res JPG, third image TSTR.5.28.c.lr.jpg 

 

 


